
PRSMG : ce273

Identification Caddy; Tea caddy made of creamware, transfer printed on one side in
black with a man and woman in a tea garden with a black slave boy and
a small dog, on other side is a shepherd sat beneath a tree with sheep
around him and a farmhouse in the distance.

Description good (chip to base); lid missing; cream & black; pottery, creamware;

Production manufactured; manufacturer: Wedgwood; 1765; Staffordshire, UK
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PRSMG : ce715

Identification Jug; Grey stoneware jug, decorated with illustrations from the novel
about slavery, Uncle Tom's Cabin. On one side an auction is taking
place, on the other a female slave and her baby are running away. On
the handle a male slave is clasping his hands in prayer

Description grey; pottery, stoneware; height 8;

Production manufactured; manufacturer: Ridgway and Abington, Church Works;
1853; Hanley, Staffordshire, UK; , factory dates 1835=1860

Image file not found: a.jpg

Image file not found: b.jpg

Image file not found: c.jpg
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PRSMG : ce769

Identification Figure; Lord Derby; Parianware bust of Lord Derby, copied from a
model by the sculptor Edward Wyon

Description white; pottery, parianware; h 27.5cm

Production manufactured; sculptor: Edward W Wyon; manufacturer: Adams and
Company; publisher: Stark, John; 1867; Tunstall, Staffordshire, UK

Association Derby; 1799-1869; , Lord Derby, the 14th Earl, Edward Geoffrey Smith-
Stanley was the Preston MP between 1826 and 1830. In 1830 he initially
won the election, but he was then appointed Chief Secretary for
Ireland, so had to re-stand. This time around he antagonised the
working class electorate and lost the election to Henry Hunt, who won
with 3,730 votes to 3,392. He managed to get a seat in Windsor and
continued in political life for many years. In 1833, whilst he was
Secretary of State for the Colonies he helped bring about the
emancipation of slaves in these areas. Later, in the 1850s and 1860s
he was Prime Minister for a couple of terms. Amongst other
achievements he also translated Homer's Iliad into English.

Exhibition Bitter Sweet; first floor, mezz gallery; 29.9.2007-29.3.2008
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PRSMG : ce1382

Identification Medallion; Jasperware medallion slavery medal, a chained black slave
kneeling and pleading in relief, beneath the inscription AM I NOT A
MAN AND A BROTHER, made to support the anti-slavery movement in
the late 1700s. Made for the Society for the Abolition of the Slave Trade,
of which Josiah Wedgwood was a committee member, Wedgwood
produced this special cameo, inspired by the Seal of the Society,
designed by Webber and Modelled by William Hackwood, showing a
chained slave. This Jasper cameo became very fashionable in society,
so helping to make the abolition of slavery a popular cause. The cameos
were distributed to Members of Parliament and other people of
influence. Josiah himself sent some to prominent supporters of the
movement, including Benjamin Franklin (see extract from letter in file).
They were often mounted in the lids of snuff boxes, or made into
buttons etc.

Description black & white; pottery, jasperware;

Production manufactured; manufacturer: Wedgwood; designer: Webber;
modeller: William Hackwood; 1787-1800; Staffordshire, UK

Association Society for the Abolition of the Slave Trade; 1787-1800

Exhibition Bitter Sweet; first floor, mezz gallery; 29.9.2007-29.3.2008; Bitter
Sweet; first floor, mezz gallery; 29.9.2007-29.3.2008
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PRSMG : 2 6 175

Identification Figurine; archaeology; Carved soapstone figurine of a kneeling Egyptian
man with a raised cobra in front of the man's legs. The man's left hand
rests on top of the cobra's head with his right hand held up to his chest.
The man's right hand is holding what looks like the hieroglyph for the
letter i, a papyrus reed. The man kneels on a solid base and has a solid
rod at the back. The figurine has been damaged and repaired and there
is a large horizontal crack halfway down the back of the man with a
further crack at the man's left wrist. Probable fake. , Identified as a
forgery by Tom Hardwick, Egyptology Curator, Bolton Museum, 2009.
Appears to combine Egyptian and Ancient Near Eastern elements.

Production Egypt

Description fair, worn, cracked; brown; stone, soapstone; height x length x width
147 x 82 x 45mm; weight 576g
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PRSMG : 2 6 189

Identification Bottle, phial; archaeology; Ceramic phial made from a brown fabric
with a wide round body and a narrow foot. The top has broken off and
is now missing. There are circular ridges visible on the phial, possible
evidence of it being made on a wheel.FINCH COLLECTION

Production Egypt

Association collected by; collector: Rev Finch, Penwortham Hall, Preston,
Lancashire

Description poor, top broken off and missing; brown; incomplete, top broken off
and missing; pottery; height 100mm; weight 96g
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PRSMG : 2

Identification Coin; archaeology; Roman coin of Licinius I, dated between 307 to
324AD, produced in Alexandria, Egypt and found in the garden of 17
Fir Trees Place, Preston, SD569317. Obverse laureate head looking
right and reverse Jupiter standing facing left.

Production 307 AD-324 AD; Roman; emperor: Licinius I; Alexandria, Egypt

FieldCollection Preston, Lancashire, UK, 17 Fir Trees PlaceNGRSD569317,

Description fair, good display condition; copper alloy, bronze; height x width x
depth 24 x 24 x 1mm

Exhibition The Story of Preston; First floor, SOP, Romans on the Ribble; 2005; , on
display SOP case Romans at Preston : 1986 = 2004
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PRSMG : 351

Identification Cup; archaeology; Small ceramic cup with two moulded loop handles.
The cup is uite crude and is undecorated.FINCH COLLECTION

Production Egypt, 

Association collected by; collector: Finch, Penwortham Hall, Preston, Lancashire

Description fair; brown; pottery; h 3cm; rim diam 4.1cm; base diam 3.2cm; weight
34g
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PRSMG : 352

Identification Bottle; phial; archaeology; Small ceramic phial made from a coarse
orange fabric. The phial has a rounded body with a narrow foot and
neck.FINCH COLLECTION

Production Egypt, 

Association collected by; collector: Finch, Penwortham Hall, Preston, Lancashire

Description fair; orange; pottery; l 7.3cm; weight 14g
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PRSMG : 385

Identification Container; archaeology; Ceramic container with a wide rounded body
and a rounded base. The container has a wide neck and rim and is
decorated with dark brown bands around the neck and the centre of
the body. There are brown lines painted on the rim.FINCH COLLECTION

Production Greece, 

Association collected by; collector: Finch, Penwortham Hall, Preston, Lancashire

Description fair (chip in body); brown; pottery; h 9.3cm; rim diam 5.7cm; weight
272g
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PRSMG : 396

Identification Container; pot; archaeology; Small pot made from a coarse orange
fabric. The pot has a wide circular body with a wide neck and slightly
flared rim and stands on a foot roughly the same size as the neck.FINCH
COLLECTION

Production Egypt, 

Association collected by; collector: Finch, Penwortham Hall, Preston, Lancashire

Description fair (chip in foot); orange; pottery; h 5.6cm; base diam 3.7cm; rim diam
4.8cm; weight 110g
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PRSMG : 397

Identification Container; pot; archaeology; Small pot made from a coarse orange
fabric. The pot has a wide circular body with a wide neck and flared rim
and stands on a narrow foot. One side of the pot is black while the rest
is orange, this was possibly caused during firing.FINCH COLLECTION

Production Egypt, 

Association collected by; collector: Finch, Penwortham Hall, Preston, Lancashire

Description fair (chip in foot); orange & black; pottery; h 4.8cm; base diam 3.3cm;
rim diam 4.3cm; weight 76g
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PRSMG : 398

Identification Container; pot; archaeology; Small pot made from a coarse orange
fabric. The pot has a wide circular body with a wide neck and rim and
sits on a flat base.FINCH COLLECTION

Production Egypt, 

Association collected by; collector: Finch, Penwortham Hall, Preston, Lancashire

Description fair; orange; pottery; h 3.6cm; base diam 3.1cm; rim diam 3.7cm;
weight 46g
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PRSMG : 399

Identification Container; pot; archaeology; Small ceramic pot made from a coarse red
fabric. The pot has a wide rounded body with a wide rim and two small
handles and sits on a narrow foot.FINCH COLLECTION

Production Greece, ; Egypt, 

Association collected by; collector: Finch, Penwortham Hall, Preston, Lancashire

Description fair (chip in rim); red; pottery; h 4.9cm; base diam 2.6cm; rim diam
3.8cm; weight 42g
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PRSMG : 8

Identification Stand; head rest; pillow; archaeology; Egyptian head rest decorated
with tur uoise and blue glazed stripes on a buff glaze. FINCH
COLLECTION

Production Egypt, , card notes possibly an Arab head rest or forgery

FieldCollection Egypt

Association collected by; collector: Finch, Penwortham Hall, Preston, Lancashire

Description blue & tur uoise & brown; fair (fragile); , base broken and has been
repaired h 15cm; w 16.25cm
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PRSMG : 9

Identification Kiln furniture; vase; kiln waster; archaeology; Broken kiln waster with
fragment, decorated with a tur uoise glaze and raised decoration,
marked 5226 on the base., Hand written label with object reads 'vase
spoilt in kiln showing marks of spurs  used to seperate one vase from
another Memphis, first cent. B.C. (Petrie Historical studies  p35)
(5226)'

Production Memphis, Lower Egypt, Egypt; 30 BC-149 AD; Early Roman Period

FieldCollection Memphis, Lower Egypt, Egypt, workshop excavated in 1908  need to
check with Petrie Museum; collector: William Matthew Flinders  Petrie

Description tur oise & brown; fair; h 6.25cm; d 15.5cm;
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PRSMG : 15

Identification Figurine; archaeology; Female figure, white glaze with brown patches.
The figure's left leg crosses over the right leg and her left arm is draped
across her stomach with her left arm held up to her chest. The figure
has broken into two parts and the head is now separate from the body.
The lower legs and feet of the figure have also broken off and are
missing.

Production Egypt

FieldCollection Egypt

Description poor (in two pieces and the bottom part has broken off and is missing);
incomplete (bottom part broken off); white & brown; pottery; stone;
torso l 8.3cm; weight 72g
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PRSMG : 16 2

Identification Figurine; statuette; archaeology; Bronze statuette of the Egyptian god
Osiris in mummified form wearing the Atef crown and holding a crook
in his left hand and a flail of kingship in his right.

Production Egypt

Description h x w x d (including stand) 190 x 50 x 50mm; weight 410g; brown; good;
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PRSMG : 22 73

Identification Flint; Egypt Paleolithic Flints see ta 69. archaeology

Production ; Egypt

FieldCollection Egypt;

Description ;
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PRSMG : 1 3

Identification Figurine; archaeology; Part of a clay statuette comprising the bust of a
woman, undecorated.

Production Egypt

FieldCollection Egypt

Description fair; brown; incomplete (bottom part of statuette broken off and
missing); clay; l 5.5cm; weight 34g
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PRSMG : 1 5

Identification Figurine; amphora stopper; ; Heavy earthenware head, firing hole in
top. Possibly an amphora stopper.

Production Egypt

Description h 10cm; diameter 5cm; weight g; earthenware
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PRSMG : 1 1

Identification Container; archaeology; Ceramic container made from a red fabric. The
container stands on a narrow foot and has two high looped handles
near the rim.

Production Egypt

FieldCollection Egypt

Description good (bit dirty); red & white; pottery, earthenware, ; h 11.2cm; base
diam 4.5cm; rim diam 6.2cm; weight 222g
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PRSMG : 1 1

Identification Bowl; Bowl with concave sides, traces of white paint. Broken and
glued.archaeology

Production Abydos, Egypt; Old Kingdom

Description h 4 - 5cm; base diam 5.5cm; rim diam 12cm; w 164g; red & white; fair,
Piece missing, broken and repaired;

FieldCollection Tomb E121, Abydos, Egypt; , also called El-Arabah / Arabehexcavator:
John Garstang; Egyptian Research Account
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PRSMG : 1 15

Identification Container; archaeology; Large ceramic carinated container made from
a brown fabric with traces of white paint visible. The container stands
on a small flat circular base and has a wide carinated body with a fairly
wide neck and rim. Part of the neck has been broken off and is missing.
From Abydos tomb E152.

Production Egypt; 1650 BC-1550 BC; Second Intermediate Period

FieldCollection excavated; , Abydos, Egypt, , Modern Arabic name is el-'Araba el
MadfunaTomb E152; excavator: John Garstang; sponsor: The
University of Liverpool, ; 1906-1909, ; , John Garstang was appointed
Honorary Reader in Egyptology at The University of Liverpool in 1902.
For the next two years he fundraised around the city and in 1904 the
Archaeology Institute at the University was established. This is now the
School of Archaeology, Classics and Oriental Studies.

Description fair (part of neck broken off and missing); brown & white; pottery; h
15.7cm; base diam 6cm; rim diam 9cm; weight 1388g
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PRSMG : 1 16

Identification Container; archaeology; Red ceramic carinated container with a
rounded base with a rounded point. The rim has broken off and is
missing.

Production Egypt; 1550 BC-1295 BC; New Kingdom; 18th Dynasty

FieldCollection Egypt

Description poor (rim has broken off and is missing); red; pottery; h 9.5cm; neck
diam 4.5cm; weight 264g
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PRSMG : 1 17

Identification Bowl; Reddish bowl with traces of white paint. Broken and
glued.archaeology

Production Egypt; Late Old Kingdom

FieldCollection Egypt;

Description h 5.3cm; rim diam 13cm; base diam 3cm; w 168g; red & white; fair,
broken and repaired, loose piece stored in a bag with object;
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PRSMG : 1 18

Identification Container; archaeology; Red ceramic container with a rounded base,
two small handles and a thick flat rim with a narrow inner rim.

Production Egypt; 5500 BC-3100 BC, ; Predynastic, The Predynastic period is also
known as the Archaic period.; , , The entry in the green book dates
the container to the Predynastic period (5500 BC to 3100 BC). The
caption label, however, dates the container to circa 3300 BC to 3000
BC. These dates place the container at the end of the Predynastic period
(Na ada II, also known as the Gerzean period) and the start of the Early
Dynastic Period (1st Dynasty).; Egypt; 3300 BC-3000 BC, ; Predynastic
= Early Dynastic Period, The Predynastic period is also known as the
Archaic period.; , , The entry in the green book dates the container to
the Predynastic period (5500 BC to 3100 BC). The caption label,
however, dates the container to circa 3300 BC to 3000 BC. These dates
place the container at the end of the Predynastic period (Na ada II,
also known as the Gerzean period) and the start of the Early Dynastic
Period (1st Dynasty).

FieldCollection Egypt

Description fair (one of handles has been damaged); red; pottery; h 10cm; outer
rim diam 10.5cm; inner rim diam 5cm; weight 1584g
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PRSMG : 1 19

Identification Container; archaeology; Ceramic container with a rounded base and
high rounded walls, traces of white paint visible on exterior walls, made
from a dark red fabric.

Production Egypt; Old Kingdom; 2686 BC-2181 BC

FieldCollection Egypt

Description fair; red & white; pottery; h 8cm; rim diam 4.2cm; weight 160g
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PRSMG : 1 2

Identification Bowl; Carinated bowl, round base, break in rim.archaeology

Production Egypt; Eighteenth Dynasty, New Kingdom

FieldCollection Abydos, Egypt; , Tomb E121

Description h 10cm; inner rim diam 6cm; outer rim diam 8cm; carination diam
10cm; w 230g
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PRSMG : 1 21

Identification Bowl; archaeology; Red earthenware bowl with traces of white paint
around the rim on the interior and exterior and on the inside of the
bowl. The bowl stands on a small round base and leans to one side
slightly.

Production Egypt; 1550 BC-1295 BC; New Kingdom; 18th Dynasty

FieldCollection Abydos, Egypt, Tomb E299, , Modern Arabic name is el-'Araba el
Madfuna

Description good; red & white; pottery, earthenware; h 6cm; base diam 3.2cm; rim
diam 13.8cm; weight 204g
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PRSMG : 1 22 2

Identification Food; ointment; archaeology; Five solid lumps of food or ointment from
a jar, possibly from A1422.1. The pieces were originally one lump.

Production Egypt

FieldCollection Egypt

Description fair (broken into five pieces); brown; food; ointment; weight 14g
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PRSMG : 1 22 1

Identification Jar; Large ceramic carinated jar made from a red fabric with traces of
white paint visible. The jar stands on a small flat circular base and has
a wide carinated body with a fairly wide neck and rim. From Abydos
tomb E121archaeology

Description height x diameter (widest point) 160 x 170mm

Production Egypt; Eighteenth Dynasty, New Kingdom

FieldCollection Abydos, Egypt; , Tomb E121
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PRSMG : 1 23

Identification Jar; archaeology; Large alabaster jar with a thick orange rim. The jar
has a narrow inner rim with a shallow depression. It is marked R1a on
the base in black ink.

Production Egypt; 2686 BC-2181 BC; Old Kingdom

FieldCollection excavated; Abydos, Egypt, , Modern Arabic name is el-'Araba el
MadfunaAbydos II cemetery ( ), Abydos III cemetery ( ); excavator:
Henri Edouard Thomas Eric and Naville Peet; sponsor: Egypt
Exploration Fund, Egypt Exploration Fund later renamed Egypt
Exploration Society; 1909-1910

Description fair (chips in base and exterior walls); white & orange; stone, alabaster;
h 14.2cm; base diam 9.8cm; outer rim diam 10cm; inner rim diam
4.6cm; weight 2740g
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PRSMG : 1 2

Identification Jar; alabaster jar; archaeology; Alabaster cylinder jar, marked 87 and
Elkab R 2743 on base., Label with the jar read Cylinder Jar Alabaster I
Dynasty from ElKab (2743)

Production 2613 BC-2494 BC; Egypt; Old Kingdom; 4th Dynasty

FieldCollection El Kab, Egypt

Description h 13cm; diameter (top) 10cm; weight 1156g; cream; good; stone,
alabaster
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PRSMG : 1 25 1

Identification Jewellery; necklace; archaeology; Blue glazed bar and ball bead
necklace from Abydos tomb E143.

Production Egypt; Middle Kingdom; , 11th Dynasty to 12th Dynasty2055 BC-1795
BC

FieldCollection Abydos, Egypt, , Modern Arabic name is el-'Araba el MadfunaTomb
E143

Description l 26cm; weight 8g; green & tur uoise ; good;
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PRSMG : 1 25 2

Identification Jewellery; necklace; archaeology; Blue glazed bar and ball bead
necklace from Abydos tomb E145.

Production Egypt; Middle Kingdom; 12th Dynasty; 1985 BC-1795 BC

FieldCollection Abydos, Egypt, , Modern Arabic name is el-'Araba el MadfunaTomb
E145

Description l 240mm; weight 28g; blue & tur uoise; good;
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PRSMG : 1 25 3

Identification Jewellery; necklace; archaeology; Blue glazed bar and ball bead
necklace and a separate blue glazed ball bead from Abydos tomb E289.

Production Egypt; Middle Kingdom; 12th Dynasty; 1985 BC-1795 BC

FieldCollection Abydos, Egypt, , Modern Arabic name is el-'Araba el MadfunaTomb
E289

Description l 435mm; weight 34g; orange, blue & green; good; blue & tur uoise;
faience
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PRSMG : 1 25

Identification Jewellery; necklace; archaeology; Bar and ball bead necklace from
Abydos tomb E105, glaze and colouring worn off.

Production Egypt; Middle Kingdom; 13th Dynasty; 1795 BC-1640 BC

FieldCollection Abydos, Egypt, , Modern Arabic name is el-'Araba el MadfunaTomb
E105

Description l 480mm; weight 10g; brown & cream ; good, glaze worn & some of
the beads chipped ; ; brown
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PRSMG : 1 25 5

Identification Jewellery; necklace; archaeology; Blue glazed bar and ball bead
necklace from Abydos tomb E289. There are two flat beads, one of
which has a cross on both sides, five flattened circular beads, one ball
shaped bead and one oblong shaped bead.

Production Egypt; Middle Kingdom = Second Intermediate Period; , 12th Dynasty
to 17th Dynasty1985 BC-1550 BC

FieldCollection Abydos, Egypt, , Modern Arabic name is el-'Araba el MadfunaTomb
E289

Description good (bit dirty); blue; faience; weight 2g

Exhibition STUCK UP AND DOWNTRODDEN - DECORATI E ICTORIAN AND
EDWARDIAN TILES; First floor, mezzanine gallery, display case;
25.11.2006-2007, summer
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PRSMG : 1

Identification Pot; kohl pot; Alabaster kohl pot, damage to rim. From J.Garstangs
excavation at Esna. (Former ref: 5895) Esna 142archaeology

FieldCollection Esna, Upper Egypt, Egypt; collector: J Garstang; , Former ref 5895, Esna
142

Production Esna, Egypt; Eighteenth Dynasty, New Kingdom

Description fair, a large part of the rim is missing and chipped; cream & white; h
6cm; base diam 5cm; inner rim diam 2cm; weight 232g;
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PRSMG : 1 55

Identification Figurine; sphinx; archaeology; Small brown clay sphinx with traces of
white paint. The back legs of the sphinx are uneven and there is a small
chip in the face.

Production Egypt

FieldCollection Egypt

Description fair (small chip in face); brown & white; pottery; l 6.5cm; w 2.3cm; h
4.3cm; weight 38g
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PRSMG : 1 56

Identification Jewellery; necklace; archaeology; Green and blue glazed bar bead
necklace from Abydos tomb E330.

Production Egypt; 945 BC-715 BC; Third Intermediate Period, The 22nd Dynasty
was ruled by the Bubastite rulers from Libya; 22nd Dynasty, The 22nd
Dynasty was ruled by the Bubastite rulers from Libya

FieldCollection excavated; Abydos, Egypt, , Modern Arabic name is el-'Araba el
MadfunaTomb E330; excavator: John Garstang; sponsor: The
University of Liverpool; 1906-1909; , John Garstang was appointed
Honorary Reader in Egyptology at The University of Liverpool in 1902.
For the next two years he fundraised around the city and in 1904 the
Archaeology Institute at the University was established. This is now the
School of Archaeology, Classics and Oriental Studies.

Description good (bit dirty); green & blue; faience; weight 6g

Exhibition STUCK UP AND DOWNTRODDEN - DECORATI E ICTORIAN AND
EDWARDIAN TILES; First floor, mezzanine gallery, display case;
25.11.2006-2007, summer
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PRSMG : 1 57

Identification Jewellery; necklace; archaeology; Long necklace of blue, green, brown
and yellow glazed ball beads. The beads are very small and tightly
strung together to form a long necklace. From Abydos tomb E11 or
E236.

Production Egypt; 818 BC-715 BC; Third Intermediate Period, The 23rd Dynasty
was ruled by rulers from Libya from the important Delta site Tanis; 23rd
Dynasty, The 23rd Dynasty was ruled by rulers from Libya from the
important Delta site Tanis

FieldCollection excavated; Abydos, Egypt, , Modern Arabic name is el-'Araba el
MadfunaTomb E11 ( ), Tomb E236 ( ); excavator: John Garstang;
sponsor: The University of Liverpool; 1906-1909; , John Garstang was
appointed Honorary Reader in Egyptology at The University of
Liverpool in 1902. For the next two years he fundraised around the city
and in 1904 the Archaeology Institute at the University was established.
This is now the School of Archaeology, Classics and Oriental Studies.

Description good; blue & green & brown & yellow; faience; looped l 81cm; weight
12g

Exhibition STUCK UP AND DOWNTRODDEN - DECORATI E ICTORIAN AND
EDWARDIAN TILES; First floor, mezzanine gallery, display case;
25.11.2006-2007, summer
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PRSMG : 1 58

Identification Bead; Egyptian beads.archaeology

Production Egypt; Eighteenth Dynasty, New Kingdom

FieldCollection Abydos, El Arabah, Egypt; collector: Garstang; , founder of Liverpool
University archaeology department, Tomb E289
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PRSMG : 1 59

Identification Jewellery; necklace; archaeology; Large number of blue glazed bar
beads strung together for tourists.

Production 1850-1900, ; Egypt

Description good; blue; faience; weight 36g
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PRSMG : 1 6

Identification Jewellery; necklace; archaeology; String of green beads, from tomb
E173, Abydos.

Production 332 BC-30 BC; Ptolemaic Period; Egypt

FieldCollection excavated; Abydos, Egypt, , Modern Arabic name is el-'Araba el
MadfunaTomb E173; excavator: John Garstang; sponsor: The
University of Liverpool; 1906-1909; , John Garstang was appointed
Honorary Reader in Egyptology at The University of Liverpool in 1902.
For the next two years he fundraised around the city and in 1904 the
Archaeology Institute at the University was established. This is now the
School of Archaeology, Classics and Oriental Studies.

Description l 31cm; weight 54g; green & tur uoise ; good, small chips;
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PRSMG : 1 61

Identification Jewellery; necklace; archaeology; Necklace made from green and white
faience beads and black stones. The necklace was made for tourists.

Production Egypt

FieldCollection Thebes, Egypt, , Modern name Luxor

Description fair (faience beads slightly worn); green & black & white; faience; stone;
looped l 32cm; weight 30g
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PRSMG : 1 62

Identification Jewellery; necklace; archaeology; Green, blue, brown and yellow
glazed bar bead necklace.

Production Egypt; 1550 BC-1069 BC; New Kingdom

FieldCollection Egypt

Description good; blue & green & brown & yellow; pottery; faience; length
145mmmm; weight 1g
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PRSMG : 1 63

Identification Bead; Egyptian beads .archaeology

Production Egypt; Twenty-third Dynasty

FieldCollection excavated; Abydos, El Arabah, Egypt; collector: John Garstang; , John
Garstang was appointed Honorary Reader in Egyptology at the
University of Liverpool in 1902. For the next two years he fundraised
around the city and in 1904 the Archaeology Institute at the University
was established. This is now the School of Archaeology, Classics and
Oriental Studies.
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PRSMG : 1 6

Identification Jewellery; necklace; archaeology; Blue glazed bar bead necklace with
a mummified silhouette figure of the god Horus attached. The figure
of Horus has broken into three pieces and is being held together by self
adhesive tape on the back. Probably made for tourists.

Production Egypt; , Possibly uite modern

Association religiousgod: Horus; , Horus was a god closely associated with kingship

FieldCollection Egypt

Description fair (Horus figure broken); blue; faience; weight 14g
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PRSMG : 1 65

Identification Jewellery; necklace; archaeology; String of blue, green and white
glazed beads tied together with a strip of mummy linen with a large
blue bar bead made from stone in the centre. Most of the beads are
small and round with two white bar beads and one large blue bar bead.
The beads are original but it is not an original necklace.

Production Egypt; 1550 BC-1069 BC; New Kingdom; Egypt; 1500 BC, ; New
Kingdom; 18th Dynasty

FieldCollection Egypt

Description good; blue & green & white & brown; textile, linen; faience; stone;
looped l 17cm; weight 4g
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PRSMG : 1 67

Identification Jewellery; necklace; archaeology; Blue, green, white and yellow glazed
bead necklace. The beads are mainly small ball beads but there are also
three blue glazed bar beads. From Abydos tomb E273.

Production Egypt; 664 BC-525 BC; Late Period; 26th Dynasty; , Saite Dynasty

FieldCollection excavated; Abydos, Egypt, , Modern Arabic name is el-'Araba el
MadfunaTomb E273; excavator: John Garstang; sponsor: The
University of Liverpool; 1906-1909; , John Garstang was appointed
Honorary Reader in Egyptology at The University of Liverpool in 1902.
For the next two years he fundraised around the city and in 1904 the
Archaeology Institute at the University was established. This is now the
School of Archaeology, Classics and Oriental Studies.

Description good; blue & green & yellow & white; faience; looped l 36cm; weight
4g
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PRSMG : 1 68

Identification Jewellery; Egyptian beads with Greco-Roman period shabti attached,
for tourists.archaeology

Production Egypt

FieldCollection Egypt

Description l 22cm; weight 16g; tur uoise & blue; good;
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PRSMG : 1 69

Identification Funerary object; Network of blue, green, brown and yellow faience bar
shaped beads. These would have been placed over a mummy to protect
the vital organs.

Production Egypt; 945 BC-715 BC; Third Intermediate Period, The 22nd Dynasty
was ruled by the Bubastite rulers from Libya; 22nd Dynasty, The 22nd
Dynasty was ruled by the Bubastite rulers from Libya

FieldCollection Egypt

Description good, some of the beads have broken; blue & green & brown & yellow;
faience; height x width 770 x 290mm; weight 214g
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PRSMG : 1 7

Identification Bowl; Bowl, cream coloured clay.archaeology

Production Egypt; Late New Kingdom; 950 BC-350 BC

FieldCollection Abydos, Egypt; , E335

Description height x diameter (rim) 55 x 140mm; cream; good;
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PRSMG : 1 71

Identification Pot; Cylinder pot with pointed base. Buff colour.archaeology

Production Egypt; Second Intermediate Period; 1785 BC-1557BC

FieldCollection Abydos, Egypt; , E152

Description buff; good; h 17cm; rim diam 4.5cm; w 282g
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PRSMG : 1 72

Identification Jar; archaeology; Red ceramic jar decorated with a red glaze. The jar
has a round body that tapers to a pointed base and a narrow neck
leading to a wide flared rim, part of which has broken off and is now
missing.

Production 1550 BC-1295 BC; New Kingdom; 18th Dynasty; Egypt

FieldCollection Abydos, Egypt, , Modern Arabic name is el-'Araba el MadfunaTomb
E152 2h

Description fair (rim broken); incomplete (part of rim missing); red; pottery; h
13.7cm; rim diam 5.8cm; weight 204g
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PRSMG : 1 73

Identification Container; archaeology; Ceramic container with a small flat base, a
wide rounded body, a narrow neck and a wide rim. The container is
buff coloured and is decorated with brown rings around the neck and
brown stripes across the rim. The container has been broken and glued
back together and there are several holes in the body where it has been
damaged.

Production Egypt

FieldCollection Abydos, Egypt, , Modern Arabic name is el-'Araba el MadfunaTomb
E335

Description fair (repaired, small holes in body where it has been damaged); brown;
pottery; h 7.5cm; rim diam 4.8cm; base diam 2.2cm; weight 152g
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PRSMG : 1 7

Identification Bottle; pilgrim bottle; archaeology; Red ceramic bottle, uite long with
a wide neck widening to a rounded body that then tapers to a pointed
base. There is a small chip in the rim.

Production 1550 BC-1069 BC; New Kingdom; Egypt

FieldCollection Egypt, 

Description fair (chip in rim); red; pottery; h 16.6cm; rim diam 4.5cm; weight 304g
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PRSMG : 1 75

Identification Container; archaeology; Ceramic container made from a brown fabric.
The container has a large round body with a narrow neck and flat rim
and stands on a narrow round base. There is a small chip in the rim and
the container leans to one side slightly.

Production Egypt; 1550 BC-1069 BC, ; New Kingdom; , , The entry in the green
book states that the container is from the New Kingdom but gives the
dates 1557 BC to 343 BC. This date range dates the container from the
start of the New Kingdom to the start of the Ptolemaic Period.; Egypt;
1557 BC-343 BC, ; New Kingdom = Ptolemaic Period; , , The entry in
the green book states that the container is from the New Kingdom but
gives the dates 1557 BC to 343 BC. This date range dates the container
from the start of the New Kingdom to the start of the Ptolemaic Period.

Description fair (chip in rim, leans to one side slightly); brown; pottery; h 14.5cm;
base diam 4.7cm; rim diam 4.6cm; inner rim diam 2.6cm; weight 562g
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PRSMG : 1 76

Identification Jar; archaeology; Ceramic jar with a round base, a fairly narrow neck
and a wide flared rim. The jar is made from a red fabric and is decorated
with black rings around the neck and the centre of the body. There are
two small chips in the rim. From Abydos tomb E335.

Production Egypt; 1550 BC-1069 BC, c; Early New Kingdom; , , Entry in green book
states Early New Kingdom with the dates 1557 to 950 BC. 950 BC dates
to the Third Intermediate Period.; Egypt; 1550 BC-1295 BC, ; New
Kingdom; 18th Dynasty; , , Caption states 18th Dynasty

FieldCollection Abydos, Egypt, , Modern Arabic name is el-'Araba el MadfunaTomb
E335

Description fair (dirty, two chips in rim); red & black; pottery; h 9.2cm; base diam
3cm; rim diam 6cm; weight 212g
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PRSMG : 1 77

Identification Jar; archaeology; Large ceramic cylinder jar with a pointed base. The
jar is made from a red fabric and is decorated with a horizontal white
band with three white vertical bands running from the horizontal band
up to the rim.

Production Egypt; 2055 BC-1069 BC; Middle Kingdom = New Kingdom; , Entry in
green book states Middle Kingdom to New Kingdom but gives the dates
1557 to 1304 BC. This would date the jar to the start of the Second
Intermediate Period (after the Middle Kingdom) and the middle of the
18th Dynasty (start of the New Kingdom)

FieldCollection Abydos, Egypt, , Modern Arabic name is el-'Araba el MadfunaTomb
E355

Description good; red & white; pottery; h 23cm; rim diam 6.8cm; weight 854g
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PRSMG : 1 78

Identification Jar; archaeology; Large ceramic cylinder jar with a pointed base. The
jar has a large rounded body with a wide rim and is made from a red
fabric decorated with white bands around the rim and the top of the
neck and a broad white band around the middle. The white bands are

uite faded and there are two small chips in the rim. From Abydos tomb
E166.

Production Egypt; 1550 BC-1295 BC; New Kingdom; 18th Dynasty

FieldCollection excavated; , Abydos, Egypt, , Modern Arabic name is el-'Araba el
MadfunaTomb E166; excavator: John Garstang; sponsor: The
University of Liverpool, ; 1906-1909, ; , John Garstang was appointed
Honorary Reader in Egyptology at The University of Liverpool in 1902.
For the next two years he fundraised around the city and in 1904 the
Archaeology Institute at the University was established. This is now the
School of Archaeology, Classics and Oriental Studies.

Description fair (decoration faded, two chips in rim); red & white; pottery; h
27.5cm; rim diam 8.2cm; weight 1026g
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PRSMG : 1 79

Identification Pot; Cylinder pot, pointed base.archaeology

Production Egypt; Middle to New Kingdom; 1785 BC-1557BC

FieldCollection Abydos, Egypt; , E152

Description h 16.5cm; rim diam 5cm
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PRSMG : 1 8

Identification Jar; barrel jar; archaeology; Ceramic barrel jar made from a brown
fabric. The jar has a round ribbed body and a central neck and rim with
two short handles attached to the neck and the top of the jar. There
are small chips in the body of the jar and an unidentified material inside
it.

Production Egypt; 332 BC-395 AD; Ptolemaic Period = Roman Period

FieldCollection Egypt

Description fair (chips in body of jug); brown; pottery; h 17cm; w 15.5cm; weight
558g
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PRSMG : 1 81

Identification Jar; archaeology; Ceramic jar made from a brown fabric. The jar has a
pointed base, a narrow neck and a wide rim and is decorated with dark
rings around the neck and top half of the body. The rim has been
damaged and most of it has broken off and is missing.

Production Egypt; 1985 BC-1795 BC; Middle Kingdom; 12th dynasty

FieldCollection Egypt

Description fair (most of rim broken off and missing); brown & red; pottery; h 10cm;
weight 160g
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PRSMG : 1 82

Identification Dish; offering dish; archaeology; Large ceramic dish, possibly an
offering dish. The dish is uite wide and stands on a fairly wide circular
base with a tapering stand. The dish is made from a red fabric with
traces of white paint visible. The centre of the dish is black, possibly
caused when it was made. The dish has been damaged, probably in
anti uity, part of the dish has broken off, one piece of the rim survives
the rest is missing. Glue on this piece shows evidence of a previous
repair.

Production Egypt; 1795 BC-1550 BC; Middle Kingdom = Second Intermediate
Period; 13th Dynasty = 17th Dynasty

FieldCollection excavated; , Abydos, Egypt, , Modern Arabic name is el-'Araba el
MadfunaTomb E319; excavator: John Garstang; sponsor: The
University of Liverpool, ; 1906-1909, ; , John Garstang was appointed
Honorary Reader in Egyptology at The University of Liverpool in 1902.
For the next two years he fundraised around the city and in 1904 the
Archaeology Institute at the University was established. This is now the
School of Archaeology, Classics and Oriental Studies.

Description poor, part of the dish has broken off, one piece of the rim survives the
rest is missing; incomplete (nearly half of the dish has broken off, most
of which is missing); red & white & black; pottery; h 15.2cm; base diam
22.5cm; weight 850g
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PRSMG : 1 83

Identification Food; bread crumbs; archaeology; Twenty-two bread crumbs of
varying sizes from Deir El Bahari.

Production Deir El Bahari, Egypt, ; 1550 BC-1295 BC; New Kingdom; 18th Dynasty

FieldCollection Deir El Bahari, Egypt, Tomb

Description fair; brown; bread; weight 10g
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PRSMG : 1 8

Identification Container; archaeology; Small ceramic container with a rounded base
and body, a narrow neck and a wide flared rim. There are traces of
white paint on the body of the container. There are illegible markings
on the exterior wall that were made when the container was found.

Production Egypt; 1550 BC-1295 BC, ; New Kingdom; 18th Dynasty; , , Green
book entry states circa Eighteenth Dynasty; Egypt; 1985 BC-1295 BC, ;
Middle Kingdom = New Kingdom, 12th Dynasty to 18th Dynasty ( ); , 

FieldCollection Abydos, Egypt, , Modern Arabic name is el-'Araba el MadfunaTomb
E210, R1a

Description fair; brown & white; pottery; h 7.8cm; base diam 3.5cm; rim diam
4.8cm; weight 118g
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PRSMG : 1 85

Identification Jar; Small red ceramic jar. Pointed base with wide body narrowing at
the neck, flared rim and two handles. Decorated with two black lines
around the neck.

Production Egypt; Middle Kingdom; Eighteenth Dynasty, New Kingdom

FieldCollection Abydos, Egypt; , E299

Description h 10cm; rim diam 4cm; weight 132g; red; good;

Image file not found: A1485.jpg
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PRSMG : 1 86

Identification Pot; kohl pot; archaeology; Small ceramic pot, possibly a kohl pot. The
pot has a rounded body with two small moulded handles, a fairly wide
straight neck and a pointed base. There is a chip in the rim.

Production Egypt; 1550 BC-1295 BC, ; New Kingdom; 18th Dynasty; , 

FieldCollection Egypt, 

Description fair (chip in rim); brown; pottery; h 6.7cm; rim diam 3cm; weight 80g
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PRSMG : 1 87

Identification Jug; archaeology; Ceramic jug with a pointed base and two small
handles on either side of the body, below the neck. The jug is made
from a red fabric and is decorated with white paint around the body,
handles and neck, a band around the rim has been left red. One of the
handles has been previously damaged and repaired. From Abydos
tomb E294.

Production Egypt; 2055 BC-1650 BC, ; Middle Kingdom; , , Entry in green book
dates the jug to the Middle Kingdom. The caption label, however, dates
the jug to the eighteenth dynasty.; Egypt; 1550 BC-1295 BC, ; New
Kingdom; 18th Dynasty; , , Entry in green book dates the jug to the
Middle Kingdom. The caption label, however, dates the jug to the
eighteenth dynasty.

FieldCollection excavated; , Abydos, Egypt, , Modern Arabic name is el-'Araba el
MadfunaTomb E294; excavator: John Garstang; sponsor: The
University of Liverpool, ; 1906-1909, ; , John Garstang was appointed
Honorary Reader in Egyptology at The University of Liverpool in 1902.
For the next two years he fundraised around the city and in 1904 the
Archaeology Institute at the University was established. This is now the
School of Archaeology, Classics and Oriental Studies.

Description fair (handle damaged, two chips in rim); white & red; pottery; h 16cm;
rim diam 5.7cm; weight 420g
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PRSMG : 1 88

Identification Stand; pot stand; Egyptian pot stand.archaeology

Production Egypt

Description h 6.5cm; base diam 6cm; base diam 9cm
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PRSMG : 1 89

Identification Container; archaeology; Ceramic container with a rounded base and a
narrow rim, made from a brown fabric. The container is black on the
base.

Production Egypt; 2055 BC-1650 BC, ; Middle Kingdom; , 

FieldCollection Egypt

Description fair; brown & black; pottery; h 10.3cm; rim diam 5.3cm; weight 246g
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PRSMG : 1 9

Identification Pot; kohl pot; Small ceramic pot, possibly a kohl pot. The pot has a wide
rounded body with a fairly wide round neck with a slightly flared rim
and stands on a wide flat foot. The pot leans to one side slightly.

Production Egypt

FieldCollection Egypt, 

Description fair; brown; pottery; h 5.5cm; base diam 3.7cm; rim diam 4.2cm; weight
80g
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PRSMG : 1 91

Identification Pot; kohl pot; Small ceramic pot, possibly a kohl pot. The pot has a wide
rounded body with a fairly wide round neck and rim and stands on a
wide flat foot. The pot leans to one side slightly and there is a chip in
the foot.

Production Egypt

FieldCollection Egypt, 

Description fair (chip in foot); brown; pottery; h 5.3cm; base diam 3.5cm; rim diam
4cm; weight 62g
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PRSMG : 1 92

Identification Pot; kohl pot; Small ceramic pot, possibly a kohl pot. The pot has a wide
rounded body with a fairly wide round neck with a slightly flared rim
and stands on a small flat foot. The pot leans to one side slightly.

Production Egypt

FieldCollection Egypt, 

Description fair; brown; pottery; h 5cm; base diam 2.8cm; rim diam 4.1cm; weight
64g
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PRSMG : 1 93

Identification Pot; kohl pot; Small ceramic pot, possibly a kohl pot. The pot has a wide
rounded body with a fairly wide round neck with a slightly flared rim
and a rounded base. The pot leans to one side slightly.

Production Egypt

FieldCollection Egypt, 

Description fair; brown; pottery; h 4.3cm; rim diam 3.9cm; weight 54g
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PRSMG : 1 9

Identification Pot; kohl pot; Small ceramic pot, possibly a kohl pot. The pot has a wide
rounded body with a fairly wide round neck and a rounded base. The
pot leans to one side slightly.

Production Egypt

FieldCollection Egypt, 

Description fair; brown; pottery; h 4cm; rim diam 3.6cm; weight 42g
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PRSMG : 1 97

Identification Container; archaeology; Small ceramic container in the form of a goblet
made from a brown fabric. The container has a circular base with a tall
thick stem that widens at the top to a wide round bowl with a narrow
rim. Possibly a child's toy or a symbolic object.

Production Egypt; 2055 BC-1550 BC; Middle Kingdom = Second Intermediate
Period

FieldCollection Egypt

Description fair (cracks in base, leans to one side slightly); brown; pottery; h 6cm;
base diam 3.5cm; rim diam 2.6cm; weight 54g
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PRSMG : 1 98

Identification Container; archaeology; Small ceramic container made from a brown
fabric. The container has a small circular base with a narrow stem that
widens at the top to a wide round bowl, the side walls bend in at the
top to form a narrow rim. Possibly a child's toy or a symbolic object.

Production Egypt; 2055 BC-1550 BC; Middle Kingdom = Second Intermediate
Period

FieldCollection Egypt

Description fair (small chips in rim); brown; pottery; h 6.3cm; base diam 2.8cm; rim
diam 2.5cm; weight 146g
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PRSMG : 1 99

Identification Container; archaeology; Small ceramic container in the form of a goblet
made from a red fabric. The container has a small circular base with a
tall narrow stem that widens at the top to form a short bowl with a
thick flat rim. Possibly a child's toy or a symbolic object.

Production Egypt; 2055 BC-1550 BC; Middle Kingdom = Second Intermediate
Period

FieldCollection Egypt

Description fair (small chips in rim); red; pottery; h 4.5cm; base diam 3.2cm; inner
rim diam 1.7cm; outer rim diam 4.6cm; weight 54g
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PRSMG : 15

Identification Container; archaeology; Small ceramic container in the form of a goblet
made from a red fabric. The container has a wide circular base with a
tall stem that widens at the top to form a small straight bowl with a
wide rim. The container leans to one side. Possibly a child's toy or a
symbolic object.

Production Egypt; 2055 BC-1550 BC; Middle Kingdom = Second Intermediate
Period

FieldCollection Egypt

Description fair (small chips in rim, leans to one side); red; pottery; h 6.2cm; base
diam 3.9cm; rim diam 3.5cm; weight 58g
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PRSMG : 15 1

Identification Container; archaeology; Small ceramic container in the form of a goblet
made from a brown fabric. The container has a small circular base with
a tall thick stem that widens at the top to form a wide bowl with a wide
thick rim. The container leans to one side. Possibly a child's toy or a
symbolic object.

Production Egypt; 2055 BC-1550 BC; Middle Kingdom = Second Intermediate
Period

FieldCollection Egypt

Description fair (cracks in stem and inside bowl, leans to one side); brown; pottery;
h 5.5cm; base diam 3.5cm; rim diam 3.2cm; weight 64g
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PRSMG : 15 2

Identification Container; archaeology; Small ceramic container in the form of a goblet
made from a brown fabric. The container has a small circular base with
a tall thick stem that widens at the top to form a wide bowl. The
container leans to one side. Possibly a child's toy or a symbolic object.

Production Egypt; 2055 BC-1550 BC; Middle Kingdom = Second Intermediate
Period

FieldCollection Egypt

Description fair (leans to one side); brown; pottery; h 4.8cm; base diam 1.2cm; rim
diam 2.3cm; weight 24g
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PRSMG : 15 3

Identification Plate; archaeology; Small ceramic plate made from a brown fabric. The
plate is very small and stands on a small circular foot. In the centre of
the plate there is a small swirl pattern. The plate is uneven and leans
to one side. Possibly a child's toy or a symbolic object.

Production Egypt; 2055 BC-1550 BC; Middle Kingdom = Second Intermediate
Period

FieldCollection Egypt

Description fair (leans to one side); brown; pottery; foot diam 1.7cm; rim diam
3.5cm; weight 10g
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PRSMG : 15

Identification Plate; archaeology; Small ceramic plate made from a brown fabric. The
plate is very small with a small chip in the rim. Possibly a child's toy or
a symbolic object.

Production Egypt; 2055 BC-1550 BC; Middle Kingdom = Second Intermediate
Period

FieldCollection Egypt

Description fair (chip in rim); brown; pottery; rim diam 2.5cm; weight 4g
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PRSMG : 15 5

Identification Plate; archaeology; Small ceramic plate made from a brown fabric. The
plate has wide sides that slope towards a narrow circular base. Possibly
a child's toy or a symbolic object.

Production Egypt; 2055 BC-1550 BC; Middle Kingdom = Second Intermediate
Period

FieldCollection Egypt

Description fair; brown; pottery; rim diam 5.2cm; base diam 2.9cm; weight 26g
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PRSMG : 15 6

Identification Plate; archaeology; Small ceramic plate made from a brown fabric. The
plate has a wide rim and sides that slope slightly towards a circular
base. There is a small hole in the centre of the plate. Possibly a child's
toy or a symbolic object.

Production Egypt; 2055 BC-1550 BC; Middle Kingdom = Second Intermediate
Period

FieldCollection Egypt

Description fair (small hole in centre of plate); brown; pottery; rim diam 5.3cm;
base diam 4cm; weight 30g
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PRSMG : 15 7

Identification Plate; archaeology; Small ceramic plate made from a brown fabric. The
plate has a wide rim and sides that slope towards a circular base. There
is a small hole in the centre of the plate. Possibly a child's toy or a
symbolic object.

Production Egypt; 2055 BC-1550 BC; Middle Kingdom = Second Intermediate
Period

FieldCollection Egypt

Description fair (small hole in centre of plate); brown; pottery; rim diam 5.5cm;
base diam 3.6cm; weight 34g
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PRSMG : 15 8

Identification Plate; archaeology; Small ceramic plate made from a brown fabric. The
plate has a wide rim and stands on a wide foot. There is a small crack
in the centre of the plate that runs through the body of the plate to the
base. Possibly a child's toy or a symbolic object.

Production Egypt; 2055 BC-1550 BC; Middle Kingdom = Second Intermediate
Period

FieldCollection Egypt

Description fair (crack in centre of plate); brown; pottery; rim diam 4cm; base diam
3.5cm; weight 20g
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PRSMG : 15 9

Identification Plate; archaeology; Small ceramic plate made from a brown fabric. The
plate has a wide rim and sides that gently slope to a small base. The
plate has been damaged and part of the rim has broken off and is
missing. Possibly a child's toy or a symbolic object.

Production Egypt; 2055 BC-1550 BC; Middle Kingdom = Second Intermediate
Period

FieldCollection Egypt

Description poor (part of rim has broken off and is missing); brown; pottery; rim
diam 5.3cm; base diam 2.6cm; weight 20g
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PRSMG : 151

Identification Plate; archaeology; Small ceramic plate made from a red fabric. The
plate has a wide rim and sides that gently slope to a small base. There
is a small chip in the rim. Possibly a child's toy or a symbolic object.

Production Egypt; 2055 BC-1550 BC; Middle Kingdom = Second Intermediate
Period

FieldCollection Egypt

Description fair (small chip in rim); red; pottery; rim diam 5cm; base diam 3.7cm;
weight 22g
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PRSMG : 1511

Identification Plate; archaeology; Small ceramic plate made from a red fabric. The
plate has a wide rim and sides that slope to a thick circular base. There
are two large chips in the rim. Possibly a child's toy or a symbolic object.

Production Egypt; 2055 BC-1550 BC; Middle Kingdom = Second Intermediate
Period

FieldCollection Egypt

Description fair (chips in rim); red; pottery; rim diam 4.7cm; base diam 3cm; weight
22g
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PRSMG : 1512

Identification Plate; archaeology; Small ceramic plate made from a red fabric. The
plate has a wide rim and sides that gently slope to a wide circular base.
There are small chips in the rim. Possibly a child's toy or a symbolic
object.

Production Egypt; 2055 BC-1550 BC; Middle Kingdom = Second Intermediate
Period

FieldCollection Egypt

Description fair (chips in rim); red; pottery; rim diam 5cm; base diam 3.8cm; weight
28g
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PRSMG : 1513

Identification Plate; archaeology; Small ceramic plate made from a red fabric. The
plate has a wide rim and sides that gently slope to a thick circular base.
The plate is uneven and leans slightly to one side. Possibly a child's toy
or a symbolic object.

Production Egypt; 2055 BC-1550 BC; Middle Kingdom = Second Intermediate
Period

FieldCollection Egypt

Description fair (leans to one side); red; pottery; rim diam 5cm; base diam 3.5cm;
weight 20g
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PRSMG : 151

Identification Plate; archaeology; Small ceramic plate made from a red fabric. The
plate has a wide rim and sides that slope to a thick circular base. The
plate is uneven and leans to one side. Possibly a child's toy or a symbolic
object.

Production Egypt; 2055 BC-1550 BC; Middle Kingdom = Second Intermediate
Period

FieldCollection Egypt

Description fair (leans to one side); red; pottery; rim diam 4.5cm; base diam 2.5cm;
weight 20g
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PRSMG : 1515

Identification Plate; archaeology; Small ceramic plate made from a red fabric. The
plate has a wide rim and sides that gently slope to a wide circular base.
The plate is uneven and leans to one side. Possibly a child's toy or a
symbolic object.

Production Egypt; 2055 BC-1550 BC; Middle Kingdom = Second Intermediate
Period

FieldCollection Egypt

Description fair (leans to one side); red; pottery; rim diam 5.7cm; base diam 4.3cm;
weight 32g
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PRSMG : 1516

Identification Bowl; archaeology; Small ceramic bowl made from a brown fabric. The
bowl has a wide rim and sides that slope down to a narrow circular
base. There are small chips in the rim. Possibly a child's toy or a symbolic
object.

Production Egypt; 2055 BC-1550 BC; Middle Kingdom = Second Intermediate
Period

FieldCollection Egypt

Description fair (chips in rim); brown; pottery; h 4.6cm; rim diam 8cm; base diam
3.7cm; weight 84g
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PRSMG : 1517

Identification Bowl; archaeology; Small ceramic bowl made from an orange fabric.
The bowl has a wide rim and sides that slope down to a wide circular
base. There are small chips in the rim and the walls. Possibly a child's
toy or a symbolic object.

Production Egypt; 2055 BC-1550 BC; Middle Kingdom = Second Intermediate
Period

FieldCollection Egypt

Description fair (chips in rim and walls); orange; pottery; h 2.7cm; rim diam 6cm;
base diam 3.8cm; weight 58g
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PRSMG : 1518

Identification Bowl; archaeology; Small ceramic bowl made from a brown fabric. The
bowl has a wide rim and sloping sides and stands on a thick foot. There
is a small hole in the centre of the bowl with three small cracks running
out of it. Possibly a child's toy or a symbolic object.

Production Egypt; 2055 BC-1550 BC; Middle Kingdom = Second Intermediate
Period

FieldCollection Egypt

Description fair (hole in centre of bowl and cracks); brown; pottery; h 3.8cm; rim
diam 7.8cm; base diam 3.7cm; weight 72g
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PRSMG : 1519

Identification Bowl; archaeology; Small ceramic bowl made from a brown fabric. The
bowl has a wide rim and sloping sides and stands on a thick foot. The
bowl has traces of white paint on it with dark patches in the paint.
Possibly a child's toy or a symbolic object.

Production Egypt; 2055 BC-1550 BC; Middle Kingdom = Second Intermediate
Period

FieldCollection Egypt

Description fair; brown & white; pottery; h 4.4cm; rim diam 8.3cm; base diam
3.5cm; weight 86g
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PRSMG : 1527

Identification Container; archaeology; Large ceramic container with a pointed base
and a narrow rim. It is made from a coarse red fabric and is decorated
with three white painted bands just below the rim. There are two rope
marks visible in the centre of the container, these were caused when
the container was hung out to dry after it was made. It is badly damaged
with a large hole in the centre and several large cracks which have been
repaired and traces of glue are visible on some.

Production Egypt; 1550 BC-1295 BC; New Kingdom; 18th Dynasty

FieldCollection excavated; Abydos, Egypt, , Modern Arabic name is el-'Araba el
MadfunaTomb E275-h ( ), Tomb E275-2 ( )

Description poor (large hole in centre, badly cracked); red & white; incomplete
(hole in centre where part of the side wall has broken off and is missing);
pottery; h 385mm; rim diam 83mm; weight 2746g
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PRSMG : 1528

Identification Pot; kohl pot; archaeology; Alabaster kohl pot, from tomb E310,
Abydos., Label with the pot reads Kohl Pot / 18th Dynasty / c. 1,557-1,
437 B.C. / from Abydos (Tomb E310).

Production 1557 BC-1437 BC; Egypt; New Kingdom; 18th Dynasty

FieldCollection Abydos, Egypt, , Modern Arabic name is el-'Araba el MadfunaTomb
E310

Description cream; goodtwo large chips on rim and a number of other smaller chips
around rim and base. Black powder/pigment loose in pot.; stone,
alabaster, kohl or galena (lead sulphide); rim diam 2.5cm; base diam
6cm; h 8cm; weight 480g;
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PRSMG : 1529

Identification Pot; Kohl pot, possibly made out of marble (tomb E 289).archaeology

Production Abydos, Egypt; Thirteenth Dynasty, Middle Kingdom

FieldCollection Abydos, Egypt; , E289

Description h 6cm; base 4.5cm; rims d 2cm3.5cm; weight 310g; light brown &
cream; good, chips to rim and foot;
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PRSMG : 153 1

Identification Pot; Black serpentine kohl pot with outer and inner lid. Abydos tomb
E326.archaeology

Production Egypt; Thirteenth Dynasty, Middle Kingdom; , 950 BC-350 BC

FieldCollection Abydos, Egypt; , E326

Description good, large piece missing from the outer lid; black; pot and lid h 4.5cm;
base diam 3cm; rim diam 3cm
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PRSMG : 153 2

Identification Pot; Kohl pot of alabaster with lid. Abydos tomb E 326archaeology

Production Egypt; Thirteenth Dynasty, Middle Kingdom; , 950 BC-350 BC

FieldCollection Abydos, Egypt; , E326

Description cream & white; good; pot without lid lid h x diam (rim) h x diam 40 x
45mm8 x 45mm, Measured by AL 29.2.2012
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PRSMG : 1531

Identification Pot; kohl pot; archaeology; Small alabaster kohl pot with black stains
on the top from tomb E252, Abydos.

Production Egypt; Middle Kingdom; , 12th Dynasty to 13th Dynasty1985 BC-1650
BC

FieldCollection Abydos, Egypt, , Modern Arabic name is el-'Araba el MadfunaTomb
E252

Description good, A number of small chips to rim and base, black powder/pigment
in the inside and around the rim of the pot.; cream & black; stone,
alabaster, kohl or galena (lead sulphide); rim diam 4.5cm; base diam
4.5cm; h 4.5cm; weight 152g;

Image file not found: A1531a.jpg
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